TODAY I AM DREAMING ABOUT...

A Coloring Book Created by Artists with Down Syndrome
Strawberry Cake by Zoe Freund
Peace and Love by Catherine Benita
Kite by Rick Fleming
Fins by Andrew Weatherly
The World Should Love EveryONE by Charlie French
In the Garden
by Andrew Weatherly
Freedom
by Andrew Weatherly
Waves by Charlie French
Poppies by Sophia Pineda
WHERE TO FIND THE ARTISTS

Shannon Bauer
@shannonbauerofficial
www.shannonbauer.com

Catherine Benita
@cath_gabriella

Rick Flemming
@sagestudioatx
www.sagestudioatx.com

Charlie French
@justcharliefrench

Zoe Freund
@zartextra21
www.zart21.com

Brandon Lack
@brandonlackstudio
www.brandonlackstudio.com

Sophia Pineda
@sososophiola
www.Sophiola.com

Dan Makar
@dantheamantheartist
www.danthemantheartist.com

Grace Reber
@graceplaceart
www.graceplaceart.com

Julia Tyler
@dancet.happy.designs
www.dancehappydesigns.com

Andrew Weatherly
@awblazingride
www.andrewweatherly.com
THE NATIONAL DOWN SYNDROME SOCIETY THANKS THE FOLLOWING ARTISTS FOR SHARING THEIR WORK:
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